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ABOUT
US

ELFA International is an independent and impartial
Aid and Development organization working in
situations of poverty and exclusion, conflict and
disaster. Working alongside YOUTH, WOMEN,
CHILDREN and other vulnerable groups, our action
and testimony are focused on responding to their
essential needs, improving their living conditions
and promoting respect for their Economic and
Social Dignity and their fundamental Rights. ELFA
International is Not-For-Profit organization with no
Religious or political affiliation. It operates as an
independent association believing in partnering
with likeminded people and organizations, donors
that provide it with human and financial resources,
manage its projects and implement its actions and
social mission.
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ELFA INTERNATIONAL

INCLUSIVE EDUCATION & COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION

TARGET ACHIEVED 440
Education is the most effective tool which helps build a strong foundation;
enabling them to free themselves from vicious cycle of ignorance, poverty and
disease. We must realize it that education for children cannot be achieved
without the family, particularly unless the mother is assured of healthcare and be
empowered.
Community participation & Inclusion is the key for any successful endeavor, it
does not matter how well you design your programs and activities, unless you
don’t ensure community participation and engagement, you can’t achieve the
desired goals successfully, ELFA International has organized several workshops
this on community participation and inclusion in the Kashmir as well as Jammu
region of the state of Jammu and Kashmir
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LEADERSHIP & DEVELOPMENT
TARGET ACHIEVED 440

The Youth of Jammu & Kashmir are facing a number of problems like unemployment,
Drug Abuse, Psychological Disorders etc. The prolonged conflict in the state has added
considerably and worsened such problems. No major steps have been taken so far to
address the various issues faced by the youth, thus leading them to hopelessness.
ELFA INTERNATIONAL through its expertise and efforts has tried to reach out to the
youth, using HAND in HAND approach in various districts of Jammu & Kashmir.
ELFA INTERNATIONAL organized several training workshops/programs for the youth
in partnership with various schools colleges and universities and Government/ NonGovernment Agencies on Youth Leadership, Conflict Resolution, Compassionate
Listening and Belief System.
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INCLUSIVE DISASTER RISK
REDUCTION (IDRR)
TARGET ACHIEVED 360

The state of Jammu and Kashmir has witnessed a long history of natural disasters,
ranging from catastrophic earthquakes to destructive floods, blizzards to avalanches,
landslides to wind storms, all owing to its peculiar topography, rugged terrains,
extreme weather conditions, and unique geographical and geo-climatic settings.
ELFA INTERNATIONAL has trained schools/college/university students, faculty
members and government & non-government officials in inclusive disaster risk
reduction across the state of Jammu & Kashmir.
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ORGANIZATION
PROMOTES
VOLUNTEERISM
There are more than 1.2 billion young people (defined by the United Nations as
between 15 and 24 years of age) in the world today, the largest group in history. Young
people are key agents for social change, and are providing the energy, creative ideas
and determination to drive innovation and reform. Volunteerism is an important, and
increasingly popular mechanism for young people to bring out positive change in
society, and it is becoming more and more relevant mechanism to engage young people
in global peace and sustainable human development. For instance, as governments,
United Nations entities and civil society organizations debate and articulate the post2015 development agenda, thereis a strong call for a bottom-up process in which
young people’s voices are included and youth are actively engaged in the process, and
volunteering is a viable mechanism for this. Young people increasingly feel that the
volunteerism complements formal education in teaching the skills that are required
for job market, such as leadership, teamwork, problem-solving, planning, management,
creativity, communication and negotiation. This is especially important given the current
global economic downturn, where competition for jobs is increasing. We at ELFA
INTERNATIONAL promote volunteerism and encourage people to associate with us, in
case you are interested please contact us on
volunteers@elfainternational.org
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Contact Info

0194 247 5726
info@elfainternational.org
www.elfainternational.org
House No. 76, Kursoo Rajbagh, Opposite
Directorate of Tribal Affairs190008 Srinagar

https://www.instagram.com/elfainternational_jk/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSTVXj8WevR-mIbvWqtDX5g

https://twitter.com/elfaintl

https://www.facebook.com/elfainternational2016
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